Fort Pierre (second)
Fort Pierre Chouteau (first)

Demolition of the fort started in 1860. Much of the material was used to construct Fort Pierre II upriver.

Collections

DeLand, Charles Edmund Papers (H69-005)

Papers, 1890-1935. Deland, was a prominent Pierre lawyer, politician, author and historian. This collection includes newspaper clippings and miscellaneous papers relating to Pierre, Fort Pierre and Fort Pierre Chouteau. Boxes 3339A&B, 3340A and MD 66

General Photo (P95)

Includes a print of Karl Bodmer’s, Fort Pierre, 1833; print of Alfred Sully’s drawing and painting of Fort Pierre in 1857; aerial view of the site of Fort Pierre Chouteau, 1960; prints of drawings of the fort done by Alexander H. Murray in 1844 and Hoblitzell in 1899; keel boats and a bull boat drawn by Hoblitzell near Fort Pierre in 1899; plan of old Fort Pierre, 1833 and 1855; sketch of the fort by W.J. Hays in 1860; horse racing of Sioux Indians near Fort Pierre by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch; view of Fort Pierre by Frederick Behman; image of the bell and cannon used at Fort Pierre trading post; Carl Wimar drawing of the fort in 1858; images of sketches of the fort dated 1850 and 1860 and birds eye views of the site of fort.

Pierre-Ft. Pierre: Miscellaneous (H75-347)

This open collection contains miscellaneous material on Fort Pierre, including a pen sketch map of “Old Fort Pierre and Vicinity.” Boxes 3551 A&B and MD 15

Returns from U.S. Military Posts (MF 48)

Post returns for Fort Pierre, South Dakota, for July 1855 to May 1857. Includes names of enlisted men and commissioned officers, ranks, regiments, companies, remarks and a record of events for that month. (MF 1627)

Robinson, Dr. DeLorme W. (H75-225)

Papers, 1893-1909. Contains correspondence with Pierre Chouteau regarding the construction of old Fort Pierre. Box 3544A and MD 67

Robinson, Doane (H74-009)

Papers, 1880-1946. This collection contains one manuscript on Joseph LaFramboise and Fort Pierre. Boxes 3359A-3368B; MD 66, 67; FB31
Schuler, Harold H. (H95-010)

Papers, 1989-1992. Fort Sully and Fort Pierre Research Materials that were used to write the books Fort Sully: Guns at Sunset and Fort Pierre Chouteau. Boxes 5975 and 5976

Wakpa Sica Historical Society (H92-058)

This collection contains historical site maps, photographs and photocopies on the Fort Pierre area, including Fort Pierre Chouteau, Fort LaFramboise, Fort Tecumseh, Teton Post, Fort Galpin, Fort Sully and the American Fur Company store. Box 5496B

Publications


Maps

1855 Survey of Missouri River-Fort Pierre, 1855. Preliminary sketch for establishing military post. (#707-709)
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